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This page has been intentionally left blank. 

Well...sort of. You can clearly see this text on page I am writing now. I'm

not really sure why this page is supposed to be intentionally left blank even

though it really isn't since there are words. I see this all the time in books, I

just wanted to make sure I incorporated this page so that you know that

this book is legit. Hopefully I've done this blank page justice. :)



LEGAL NOTICE

By reading this book, Flirt & Earn Gifts: Work From Home as a Phone Sex 

Operator, you have agreed to the following terms and conditions. Under NO 

circumstances should this book be sold, copied or reproduced in any way.

Copyright information contained in this report may not be reproduced, 

distributed or copied publicly in any way, including Internet, e-mail, 

newsgroups, or reprinting. Any violator will be subject to the maximum fine 

and penalty imposed by law. Purchases of this product are granted a license

to use the information contained herein for their own personal use only. Any

violators will be pursued and punished to the fullest extent of the law. 

All results described in this report are accurate to the best of my 

knowledge, and should not be considered “typical”. As with any business, 

your results may vary, and will be based on your background, dedication, 

desire and motivation. 

Any testimonials and examples used are exceptional results, which do not 

apply to the average purchaser, and are not intended to represent or 

guarantee that anyone will achieve the same or similar results. You may 

also experience unknown or unforeseeable risks which can reduce results. I 

am not responsible for your actions. The material contained in this report is 

strictly confidential. 
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Intro/Preface: 

Hello my name is Ellie Bou and I would like to thank you first and 

foremost for purchasing this phone sex operator guide. I know you will 

receive plenty of value from it and I can guarantee that you will get your 

money back in full  within the first 30-60 minutes of your pso journey. 

A little about me, I am a single stay at home mom of a beautiful 2 year old 

girl who is quiet the handful. We live in a beautiful suburb of Ga, which is 

just 20 minutes from Atlanta. 

Our day usually starts around 9:30am and it's full of laughter, discovery, 

Peppa Pig (TV show), playing and of course lots of crying! Like most moms, 

I really enjoy each second that I am able to spend watching my daughter 

grow and learn. But it's not that easy to do if you have financial obligations 

that cannot be ignored like bills, groceries, and housing. So what's a mom 

to do? Well work of course, and for the most part it requires travel and 8-hr

shifts at an establishment that makes you miserable. Especially when you 

get texts from sitters about what new thing your child just did and you 

weren't there to witness it first hand. Queue “Cry Me a River” by JT. 

When I was introduced to phone sex, I was in a really dark place in my life. 

I was border line considering being an escort or an exotic dancer. Not 

because those were my dream jobs, but because I was drowning financially,

facing my second eviction, unemployed and no family assistance. During 

dark times its very hard for some of us not to fall onto dark paths with the 

promise of fast and easy money. Thankfully I was able to find safer 



alternatives that allowed me to stay completely anonymous and still allows 

me to work from the comfort of my home. 

Many people have asked, “Why phone sex?” Out of all the jobs available in 

the world that are “honest”, “morally sound”, and just plain “cleaner”. Well 

simply put because I can make more money than if I were working retail, 

fast food, and even corporate (on a good day). I live by the motto, “Work 

smarter, not harder”.

While most retail associates (in my state) earn anywhere from $7.50-$10hr

(before taxes). I can earn 3-6x times as much in mere minutes.  I'm a big 

fan of working smarter and not harder. When I realized that I can earn 

$40 for every 11 minutes that I work; how can I really go back to a regular 

retail job that would pay me less than a third of that in an hour? I make no

apologies for being a Phone Sex Operator-it's completely anonymous 

and I work from home. #DreamJob! At the end of the day, people have 

phone sex all the time for free, I just made the decision to get paid for it. 

Will you?

Can we agree that bills NEVER stop coming? So I had to make a decision 

and quickly. One (of many) great thing is I work while my daughter sleeps. 

This allows me to enjoy every second we have during the day. Yes, phone 

sex gives you the freedom of flexible hours! Now before you run off as a 

newly minted phone sex actress, I want you to learn a few things before 

you decide that this is the career path for you. Please note that most of 

your conversations will be sexually explicit (hopefully that was a given) by 

married men. But some won't be, some calls you will get will be from lonely



men that would just like to vent because they had a rough day or they are 

lacking personal companionship and calling a phone sex line just makes 

sense to them. 

With that said, please try your best to mentally prepare yourself as much as

possible. For starters, it's probably be best to venture off and read through 

a few erotic short stories, watch a few fetish related porn videos (to get 

your vocabulary up to speed), as well as practice with a non-judgmental 

friend or two. Lastly, prepare for a lot of laughter! I can count on one finger

how many times I actually got turned on during a call in all of my 7 years 

as an adult phone entertainer. But I can't keep up how many times I 

abruptly burst into laughter before I could press the mute button on my 

phone. That goes to show you, from my experience of course, phone sex is 

a lot of fun, especially since every second pays! 



Chapter 1: What is Phone Sex? 

For the most part, when the topic of phone sex comes ups, most people 

know what it is and has dabbled in this creative sexual act. I had my first 

go at phone sex back in high school and for most people that's usually 

when it is introduced. When did you first hear about phone sex? 

Many people become habitual callers for various reasons like boredom, 

loneliness, and even addiction. Others use phone sex to enhance their 

current relationship in hopes of making it fun again once the honeymoon 

stage wears off. 

A lot of movies (Girl 6-Directed by Spike Lee), TV shows and even popular 

songs (Phone Sex- Trina) have highlighted the act of phone sex. Which tells

us, it's actually quiet common. So common that even if you haven't dabbled

in it yourself, you're probably just moments away at having your first 

steamy phone exchange. Also think back, have you ever overheard 

someone having phone sex? 



Phone sex, my definition, is an intense phone conversation that uses 

sexually explicit words in hopes to both excite and create sexual 

desire as both parties masturbate to the voices of each other in 

attempt to reach a climatic finish. 

But all you really need to know about phone sex when it comes to this PSO 

guide are two things: 

1-People want it and look for it.

2-You can get paid really well to do it. 

Anything else is just filler. 

You may still be asking yourself, with all the unlimited free porn and web 

cam shows there are to gain access to, why would someone still want to call

and pay for a phone sex line? Sounds a bit outdated right? Like the times 

before AOL? In my humble opinion, I believe there is a certain level of 

intimacy that the caller gets with a good old fashion phone call that he can't

get with watching porn on his computer. There is just something about a 

friendly, maybe even seductive voice on the other end of the line that 

makes a guy feel desired, at the same time keeping his anonymity. 

With the internet being a gateway to so many things from the good, the 

bad and the ugly of this world, a lot of bored people have found their way 

into this long standing form of sex. When people are bored, a lot of things 

can happen, and depending if you're a glass half full or half empty kind of 

person usually determines what kinds of things happen in your time of 

sexual need. 



If you were ever to do a keyword search on Google Keyword Planner (a free

online software that measures search volume of frequently searched 

phrases in any industry), you'll see that the phrase “phone sex” is being 

searched approximately 165,000 times per month. Along with related 

search terms that have a few thousand searches. 

With this in mind, there are a whole lot of bored, lonely and horny people 

trying to “release” their inner sexual frustrations. How long has it been 

since you last released your sexual urges?



When you are properly equipped with the right facts and stats, you can and 

you will gradually see the income earning potential in this industry. So the 

becomes, are you willing to learn more about it so you too can cash in with 

phone sex? 

Phone sex is very common in most everyday relationships and sexting has 

even become a thing. (More on sexting later). After years of being with one 

person, many people try to “spice things up” with phone sex among other 

activities to bring back the burning flame of pleasurable desire. Others use 

phone sex as a bridge when having to deal with their significant other being

out of town or overseas for extended periods of time. 

Either way, phone sex is nothing new, has no rules and it is a whole lot of 

fun especially when doing it a loved one. To make things even better, how 

awesome is it to know that you can get paid for every minute a call last in 

this industry? Want to know more? Great! Keep reading... 



Chapter 2: Making Money with Phone Sex 

Anyone (men too) trying to make money working from home should 

consider being a phone sex operator (PSO). And of course you need to be 

(18+) due to the mature content. But for the purposes of this manual, I 

want to direct my focus on those of you who were are looking for a 

legitimate work from home situation. As I write, many of people are 

desperately looking to transition from a traditional 9-5 job or 

unemployment as they endure their ongoing search for stable and reliable 

income. 

There is a lot of money to be made as a PSO especially since you are 

getting paid per minute and not by hour. Which means every second 

(literally) counts and adds up really quickly. As a single mom of a beautiful 

2 year old girl, working a 9-5 would not work for me. There is no way I 

could be OK with missing out on my daughter's daily growth and milestones

because I was stuck behind a desk. Can you relate?

So for those of you single moms reading, here are 3 major reasons why I 

feel that 9-5 jobs aren't ideal for us: 

1. The need for child care: Finding safe, trustworthy, and competent 

child care these days is almost like searching for a needle in a hay 

stack. In the last month alone I've been up to my ears with potential 

sitters and have yet to hire one that I can rely on. Good help is hard 

to find.

2. Fixed Wages: A lot of my working single mom friends are on fixed 



wages, but life isn't so structured. Time and again my friends have 

had family emergencies, unexpected car repairs or even surprise 

expenses that are almost impossible to get a handle on because of 

the limited funds. That's the problem with one source of income, it 

has to be stretched out in so many different directions. But the gag 

is... dollars don't stretch!

3. Traffic/Gas: The average commuter spends almost 20 hours in 

travel time and in traffic to get to and from work on a weekly basis. 

Now let's factor in waiting to fill up at the pump and the morning 

coffee line and you could probably add in another 4 hours a month of 

idle time being wasted while you aren't on the clock. 

Now how does trading in those 24 hours for more family time, more leisure,

more travel, hell even more sex? How awesome does that sound? So here 

is the burning question everyone reading really wants to know... How 

much can you really make with phone sex? 

Technically there is no cap to your potential earnings, and I can't really 

claim a fixed number or even a range of numbers you can expect because 

there are so many variables that have to be taken into consideration. Such 

as: 

1. How bad do your really want to work from home? I wanted to 

work from home so badly that I ventured into a number of network 

marketing ventures, online referral programs and so far, phone sex 

has just been one of the few opportunities that has worked for me. 

But you really have to want this. Get your mind set ready!

2. Do you have good work ethic? If you have it, block out set hours 



each day to work the phones will be on your priority list. Putting forth 

the same energy you would a regular 9-5 will be the difference in you

earning a few hundred dollars a month to a few thousand. 6 figures a 

year is totally doable. You just have to be hungry for it. 

3. Do you have pen and paper handy? I'll be providing a lot of tidbits

in this training book that will allow you to seriously earn stable 

income from home. Most people who are serious, take notes, and 

those are the ones that end up stress free about money. So ask 

yourself... How serious are you about your finances? 

4. How many hours are you willing to work? The more hours you're

willing to put in, means more money earned. And best of all, with 

phone sex, you make your own schedule so you are your own 

boss. Since my daughter is on a schedule, I can easily block out 

hours that I'll be accepting calls which works out perfectly for me. 

5. How many calls can you keep for more than 7 minutes? Rule of 

thumb, just from my own personal experience, if you can keep your 

average call time around 7 minutes or more, your bills will always 

stay paid. Let's do some math (10 calls a day at $1/min for 7 minutes

equals $70 x 20 days $1400/month). That is barely trying with 10 

days off!

6. How much are you going to be charging per minute? You can 

earn anywhere from $0.25/min-$9.99/min, but I've seen many 

veteran phone sex operators charge a whole lot more for their time. 

Anywhere up to $50/min. 

7. Which categories are you going to be listed under? This matters

because some categories have more demand than others. Which 

directly reflects on your earnings. Fetish categories are very popular, 

so if you are an aggressive Mistress, a push over Submissive, and 



even a Kinky anything goes type of gal. You will do well as a PSO. But

other categories still make good money too. I just wanted to point out

the more popular categories.

8. Do you have repeat callers? Repeat callers will be your bread and 

butter when you begin your new venture with phone sex. You'll need 

to make sure you cater to them. Without repeat callers, I'll be honest,

you'll have a tough time-but that doesn't mean you have to stress 

over it. These kinds of callers will come to you gradually so be 

patient. 

9. Are you selling Audios, Videos and Pictures? With phone sex you

are not just selling “sex”, but a fantasy with each role you play. And 

just like any actress should have a resume/portfolio. You can earn 

even more by selling audios, pictures and videos if you want to 

maximize your income potential. (These by far are not at all 

mandatory-some pso's opt out of going this extra mile, but to each 

their own.)

10. Do you have the right support around you? Working from 

home has its pros and cons. One con is “loneliness” that comes with 

it. You don't have the camaraderie of co-works hanging out during 

lunch break or taking that 15 minute smoke break out back. But no 

worries, email me, ellie@flirtytalks.com, and I'll add you to the 

Facebook group with all the other ladies working from home who also 

enjoy the art of phone boning (lol). Consider it your support group 

where you'll be able to share, get advice and motivate each other. 

11. How badly do you need a legitimate work from home job?

There are a lot of wolves in sheep clothing when it comes to work 

from home jobs/business opportunities. But phone sex is the real 

deal, and I have the proof you need to make up your mind on the 

mailto:ellie@flirtytalks.com


following pages of this book. So read on! 

Now all these variables have to be factored in before a realistic monetary 

claim can be made. But with this in mind, I can show you current live 

profiles of different women cashing in with phone sex. 

*Please note that I chose these profiles at random. Also, you'll see later on 

that there is a connection fee that the phone sex company collects for each 

call that you get.*

With over 5200 (5)-Star ratings (This means over 1k+ people have called 


